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5'7~, February 14. 1992), and by adding
t~ rallowing new airworthiness
c··"Ctiva, Amandment 3~XXXX to read
a, follows:

•. 'Nytwomia Spnetu Komunwcyjnego
rI.I,-RZESZOW·; Docket No. 92-ANE-21.

S·.per:sedes AD 91-18-12. Amendment 39
1:0)%0.

Applicobility: Wytwomia Sprzetu
K·.munilr.acyjnego "PZL-RZESZOW" PZL-JS
'~()ndSeries piston engines installed on but
lil"limHed to Grumman AG CAT aircraft

r.ompliance: RequirBd as indicated, unless
iI. (.om plished"previously.

To prevent separation of the propeller and
t,~, of the aircraft. accomplish the (ollowing:

fill For pistons that have been tnodified and
i'~;ambledwith compression ring. part
"'Imber (PIN) JRS 123421. scraper ring, PIN
)I', 123423. and oil control ring. PIN JRS
J ?:J424. prior to further night:

tl) Remove these pistons from service and
ffJplllCe with serviceable parts.

{21 Remove, clean, and Visually inspect
ll~ing lOx magnification the propeller to
t1 llgine propeller-flange attachment bolts for.
bYldence ofcraddng or failure, and perform
II le following:

IiI For engines with bolts found to be
f ,,,eked or broken, replace with new bolts
itlld disasst)mble and visually inspect for'
distress of the rear crankshaft, rear
f..fltlnterweight, and rear counterweight pins.

(A) If any distress Is found in the rear .
fltnnkshaft, rear counterweight, or reer .
fHunterweight pins. replace distressed·parts.
with new parts_ - . .

(0) Distress is defined~ any evidence 'of
Wear, galling. pitting. or scoring, and
lllcludes discoloration (blue colq,rl of the
c:lIunterweight pins: ,

lil) For engines with bolts found not to be
I rftck.ed, inspect the engine propeller-flange
~"tainlngnut for looseness and perform the
hlilowing:

CA) Retorque the propeller-flange retaining
"'It if found loose in actordance with Section
,1.3.4 of the PZL-3S Engine SelVicing
hHltructions, revised March 1984.

(B) Replace all propeller to engine
propeller-flange attachment bolts with new
t""I!tS. .

(b) An alternative method of compliance or
".ljustment of the compliance time, which·
~\mvides an acceptable level of safety. may be
""cd when approved by the Manager, Engine
\ \'rtification Office. The request should be
1i,If'\varded through an FAA Maintenance
l~' ... pcctor, who may concur or comment and
lhp.n send it to the Manager, Engine
\. 'f\rtification Office.

(c) Special flight permits may be issued in
~"t::ordance with fAR 21.197 and 21.199 to
"i~)rale the airplane to a location where the
~\'luirementsof this AD can be
~'~omplished.

Issuod in Burlington. Massachus(ltts. on
'\x:cmber 9, 1992.
t"ane S. Romanosky,
\l~tjng Manager, Engine and PropeJ/er
. )irectorote, Aircraft Certification Service.
.:~R Doc. 93-43 Filed 1-4-93; 8:45 amI
"'-ILUNG CODe 4atQ-13-M

14 CFR Part 93

(Docket No. 271 06 Notice No. 92-20]

RIN 212D-AE78

Operation of Jet Aircraft in Commuler
Slots at O'Hare International A!rport

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), Department of
Transportation (DOT).
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM).

SUMMARV:This proposed rule would
amend the regulations pertaining to the
definition and allocation of commuter
operator slots (j.e,. allocated instrument
flight rules (IFR) takeoff and landing.
reservations) at O'Hare International
Airport (O'Hare). The FAA proposes to
eliminate the provision that limits the
use of larger aircraft in commuter slots

. at O'Hare to a temporary 2-year trial
period. It further proposes to permit an
air carrier to use larger aircraft in up to
50 percent of its commuter slot holdings
at O·Hare. expand the category of
aircraft that may be used in those slots.
and remove the restriction on the
maximum number of larger aircraft
operations in commuter slots per hal£
hour or consecutive half hour periods.
This proposed rulewnuld neither
increase the number of operations at
O'H""" nor necessarily bring about
additional Jet service to some smaller'
communities. The proposed rule would
preserve the class of commuter slots as
distinct from air carrier slotS. This
NPRM is in response to a petition for
rulemaking by American Airlines and
the comments on that petition.
DATES: Corom'ents must be received on
or before March 8. 1993.
AOOAESSES: Send 'comments on the'
proposal in triplicate to: Federal
Aviation Administration, Office of the
Chief Counsel, Attention: Rules Docket,
Docket No. 27106,800 Independence
Avenue•.SW., Washington. DC 20591; or
deliver comments in triplicate to:
Federal Aviation Administration. Rules
Docket, room 915G, 800 Independence
Avenue. SW.• Washinglon, DC 20591.
Comments may be examined in the
ruies docket weekdays, except Federal
holidays. between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Patricia R. Lane. Office of the Chief
Counsel, AGC-230, Federal Aviation
Administration, 800 Independence
Avenue, SW., Weshington, DC 20591;
telephone: (202) 267-3491.

SUPPlEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Comments Invited

Interested persons are invited to
participate in the proposal by

submitting such written data, views, or
arguments as they may desire.
Comments that provide the factual basis
supporting the views and· suggestions
presented ere particuhrly helpful in
developing reasoned decisions on the
proposals. Comments are specifically
invited on the overalleconarnic. energy.
environmental, reporting, and
recordkeeping aspects of the proposals.
Communications should identify the
docket number end be submitted in
triplicate to the address listed above.
Commenters wishing the FAA to
acknowledge recei pt of their comments
on this notice must submit with those
comments a self*addressed, stamped
postcard on which the following
statement is made: "Comments to
Docket No. 27106." Communications
received on or before the specified
closing date for comments will be
considered before taking any further
action on the proposal. The proposals
contained in this notice maY' be changed
in light of comments received. All
comments submitted will be available
for examination in the docket both
before and after the closing date for
comments. A report summarizing each
substantive public contact with FAA
personnel concerned with this proposal
will be filed in the docket.

Availability ofNPRM

Any person may obtain a copy of this
NPRM by submitling a request to the
Federal Aviation Administration, Office
of Public Affairs, Attention: Public
Inquiry Center, APA-430, 800
Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington. DC 20591. or by calling
(202) 267-3484. Communications must
identify the docket number of this
NPRM. Persons interested in being
placed on 8 mailing list for future
notices should also request a copy of
Advisory Circular NO. 11-2A, "Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking Distribution
System," which describes the
application procedures.

Background

The Higb Density Traffic Airport
Rule, or "High Density Rule," 14 CFR
part 93, subpart K, was promulgated in
1969 to reduce delays at five congested
airports: jFK Intemationa!. laGuardia,
O'Hare International. Washington
National. Bnd Newark International (33
FR 17896. December 3,1968). Tha
regulation limits the number of IFR
operations at each airport. by hour or
half hour (by half hour at O'Hare).
during certain hours of the day. It
provides for the allocation to carriers of
operational authority, or a "slot." for
each lFR landing or takeoff during a
specific 3~ or 50-minute period. The
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, ..
restrictions were lifted at Newark in the
early 1970's.

On August 19, 1991, the Department
published Amendment No. 9~2 .
which, among other changes. revised
the definition of "commuter" aircraft in
the High Density Rule to include
turboprop or reciprocating aircraft
having less than 75 passenger seats or
turbojet eircraft baving less than 56
seats (56 FR 41200). In that same
amendment, the FAA changed the slot
rules, effective for a 2 year period
beginning September 20, 1991,to allow
carriers at O'Hare to use up to 25
percent of their commuter slots for.
operations with aircraft having 8 .
maximum certificated seatiog capacity
of no more than 110 passengers.

The American Airlines Petition

Summary of the Petition
On February 16, 1992, American

Airlines (AALI filed e petition for
rulemaking to (1) Suspend the 3()" and
6()..minute slot restrictions at O'Hare; (2)
eliminate the category of commuter slots
at O'Hare or increase from 25 percent to
45 percent the number of commuter
slots for wbich larger aircraft may be
used under Amendment No. 9~2;' (3)
impose slot restrictions at MIdway
Airpart or establish a Chicago area slot
system incorporating O'Hare and
Midwey; (4) permit AAL to revise its
selection of commuter slot times for .
operations with larger aircraft under
Amendment Na. 9:Hi2; and (5) make
Amendment No. 9J-:.62 permanent. The
FAA publisbed a summary of the
petition on March 31, 1992, with a 6()"
day comment period (57 FR 10636). -

Comments on the Petition

More than 200 comments were
received, most ofwbich supported
AAL's petition. Supparting commenters
include government officials,
community leaders, business owners or
managers, and other residents of regions
that have received FoUer 100 (F-100)
jet service by AAL since the
promulgation of Amendment No. 93--62,
or that anticipate such service.
Comments in support came
predominantly from the communities of
Fargo, ND; Sioux Falls, SO; and Peoria
and Springfield. IL. Although pilots of
Slmmons Airlines, an AAL subsidiary,
commented that Decatur, IL, and
Madison, WI, may lo~ ,service if more
Commuter slot conversions are allowed.
some commenters from those two areas
sUpport the petition, ostensibly
expecting an upgrade rather than
cessation of air service.

Supporting comments are ·not limited
to Communities within ~jcBgo~s.

commuter circumference. Roleigb~
Durhan, NC, and Nashville, TN, now
have F-l00 service non-stop into
O'Hare. Several Narth Carolina and
Tennessee commenters support making
Amendment No. 93~2 permanent to
continue that service. Commenters from
Louisville, KY, also support the
petition,

Commenters from Vail, Colorado,
anticipate benefiting from 8 rule change.
Three officers of Vail Associates wrote
in support of AAL's petition, saying that
adoption of the proposal would allow
AAL to add servicato Vail, improving
the competitive position of Vail and
Beaver Creek resorts in the European
marketplace. Aspen Skiing Company
submitted 8 similar comment.

Commanters opposing the petition
include government officials, 
community leaders. business owners or
managers, and other residents of regions
that have suffered"or fear a reduction or
elimination of air service by AAL's
subsidiary commuter airlines. AMR
Eagle and Simmons. These communities
include Mattoon, 1L; Bloomington,
Lafayette, and Terre Haute, IN;
Dubuque. Ames, and Waterloo, 1A;
Lansing, M1; imd Madison, WI. Pointing
to the loss of a daily flight since
Amendment No. 9~2 want into effect,
the Madison writers opposing the
petition do not share the optimism of
the Madison commenlers supporting the
position and would rather see the 1991
amendment tenninated. AAL has since
announced plans to add a flight to
Madison, causing one commenter to

_submit 8 second comment reversing his
position. .

Also opposing AAL's petition are the
Simmons pilots and AAL's competitors.
One commenter stated that Simmons
has announced 0.20 percent cutbeck in
pilot staffing as a result of the transfer
of slots from Simmons to AAL.
Numerous comrnenters said that AAL
will train new hires rather than
Simmons pilots as it substitutes jets for
turboprops in the commuter slots.

The supporting and opposing
comments exhibit liUle common
ground. Supporters of the petition
generally urged eliminating the
commuter "restrictions or increasing the
slots eligible for \Hie with larger aircraft
to 45 percent of a carrier's commuter
slot base. making the recent amendment'
pennanent, imposing slots at Midway,
and giving ca~ersgreater scheduling
flexibility at O'Hare. A common the!Ile
is that allowing airlines to matcb
equipment with market demand will
improve service to small communities
and bring about economic growth and
opportunities. Many commented Of! ~e "
enhanced competition AAL bas brought;

one commenter observed that Sioux
Falls, SD, is now served by seven
commercial airlines, Another
commenter observed that upgraded jet
service has enhanced connections to
other cities in the region. Other
commenters spoke about the perception
of extra safety, comfort, and
convenience that jet sorvice provides, "
The Fort Wayne Chamb'lr of Commerce
and the Assistant General Counsel for
Caterpillar Inc., Peoria, mentioned
reduced noise.

Those opposing AAL'. petition said
that Amendment No. 9~2 sbauld be
allowed to expire in September 1993.
Any further relaxatian of the commuter
restrictions, they argued, will lead ta air
service only in major markets, small
communities will lose access to O'Hare
and its connections to the rest of the
nation and the warld, and much .of the
rural Midwest will be placed ata severe
competitive disadvantage. Some
commenters saw the recent amendment
8S 8"measure to enhance the romp6t.itiv8
position of one carrier, American
Airlines.

'United-Air'Unes, USAir, Delta Air
Lines, Air Wisconsin, Contioantal
Airlines, and Pan Am Express also
opposed the petition on grounds of
diminishing air service to small
communities, the exclusive benafit and
windfall to AAL. and the resultiog
increase in air and graund congestion at
O'Hare. The City of Chicago foresees,
however, a reduction in parking remp
congestion as jet aircraft replace
commuter turboprops,

The City of Chicago also suggested. as
did Great Lakes Aviation, that the slot
.category for general aviation and non
scheduled operators is underutilized
and should in part be made available for
carrier use. Among the other comments
were that certain slots shauld be
attached to secondary hubs through
which connections would be provided
to outlying communities, that AAL has
used most of its subsidiaries' commuter
slots designated for use with larger
aircrsft to serve major long-haul

.markets, Bnd that increased use of
commuter slots with larger jets will
require additional Essential Air Service

"awards to replace discontinued service
to small communities.

Discussion of Comments

A. Suspend 30- and 60-Minute Slot
Restrictions -

AAL proposed ta expand the air
carrier slot restriction periods to 2-hour
blocks. It claimed thet the 3()" and 6()"
minute restrictions concentrate arrival
aJid departure banks. Tbe City of
Chicago agreed and suggested .
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conducting a demonstration program distribution of a slot holdings prevent
suspending the limits during one 2·hour large overlapping of b8J!.ks during most
period. The Meyor of Chicago stated periods of the day. This notice does not
that airlines et other hub eirports have proposa, therefore, to adopt the .
been able to adjust their schedules to suspension that AAL seeks.
avoid congestion and delays. Unitad Air B. Eliminate the Commuter Slot
Linas suggested extending each slot
period to Include the 15 minutes before Category
and after the designated period and . AAL proposed to eliminate the
permitting slides of slot times to less seating capacity restrictions applicable
congested periods. Delta Air Lines to commuter slots or to raise to 45
disagreed that any expansion will . percent the percentage of commuter
reduce the bunching of operations, slots in which aircraft with up to 110
citing AAL's practice of concentrating seats may be operated under
banks at its Dallas, Raleigh-Durham, and Amendment No. 93-{;2. The City of
Nashville hubs. The Michigen . Chicago would support this proposal if
Department of Transportation [MD011 the larger jets operate below 24,000 feet
assertad that expanding the slot mean sea I~vill (MSL) and added that
restriction periods might reduce the the substitute aircraft should meet Stage
oppo~unities for smaller communities 3 noise standards. lvIDOT would concur
to gain access to O'Hare.. with the proposed change if small and

The. PAA is not persuaded that medium communities were guaranteed
expanding the slot restriction periods access to O'Hare. e view shared by the
will ameliorate the concentration of, Wisconsin Department of
flight operations since airlines eppear to Transportation (WDOT) and the Director
schedule their operations based· of the Monroe County Airport,
primarily on marketing strategy. At Bloomington, IN.
O'Hare. voluntary schedule agreements The FAA is proposing to retain the
have been used several times since 1964 category o£commuter slots to preserve
to reduce concentrations- ofoperations. slots for use by commuter aircraft
These agreements authorized the serving smaller communities. Where
plp'ticipating airlines to opetate outside- feasible, however. ilia.FAA endeavors to
thelt allocated slot times on the . reduce or remove burdens on slot use.
condition thet the major huh operatorS Increasing the percentage of commuter
diffused the concentretions of theif' slols'that could be used'with larger'
airival and departure banks. These' , eil"Craft Is consistent with that ol1jective

. agreements served to reduce congestion. and could be accommodated withoui
.. and delays in the short term, but carriers exacerbating air traffic congestion. The

· quickly made schedule adjustments and . FAA propose.. therefore, to retain the
peak.ed operations, leapfrogging their· . commuter slot restrictions but to
schedules to precede immediately a . increase the number of slots that may be
oompetitor's banks. . - used for operations with non-eommuler-

Tne purpose of the slot restriction aircraft to 50 pernent of a carrier's
· periods Is to force carriers to spread' commuter slot holdings. In proposing 50

their operations throughout the day and percent, the FAA is seeking to achieve
avoid concentrated. operations within 8 fair balance among competing
discrete, peak. periods. AAL argues thet interests and operational practicalities
the 30·minute restriction on scheduling at O'Hare and would appreciete
withln a slot period causes peeking· comments on whether 50 percent is the

· because carriers tend to bunch flights at appropriate level considering the
the beginning and end of the 30-minute potential impact on service to smell
slot period. Scheduled flights at O'Hare communities.
show periods of compressed scheduling Amendment No. 93-{;2 limits the
throughout the day) however. and not aircraft. size to 110 maximum passenger
just at the beginning and end of 8 slot seats according to the aircraft series'
period. Adoption of AAL's proposal to type certificate, regardless of the actual
substitute 2-bour limits for the CUffent seating configuration. To reduce the
30- and 60-minute totals would merely restrictive burden of this limit, the fAA
raise the ceiling on the number of proposes to modify the ltO-seat
operations that carriers might bunch restriction and allow the use of any
within the same peak times. The aircraft having an actual seating
practice of peaking schedules would configuration of 110 or fewer passengers
likely be exacerbated at O'Hare if the as reflected in the type certificate or any
slot periods were expanded. supplemental type certificate for the
. The timing of current operations at aircraft in up to 50 percent of 8 carrier's
O'Hare is largely determined by the commuter slot holdings at O'Hare.
number of slots held by the major hub The use of the actual seating
carriers during half-hour periods. The configuration of an aircraft es based on
30-minute slot restrictions and the the limitations set forth in the type

certificate or supplemental type
certificate would be a change to the
existing rule. Under current procedures,
the maximum number of passengers
seats 8S reflected in the original type
certificate for the aircraft saries is
controlling for the purpose-of
determining the.size of aircraft
permitted to be opereted In commuter
slots pursuant to the definitions found
in 14 CFR part 93, subpart K. The FAA
incorporated the use of the original type

- certificate as a way of limiting the
overall size of the aircraft. The original
type certificates show maximum seating
in excess of 110 passengers. however,
for several models of airetaft that are
comparable in size, I.e., fuselage length
and wing span, to the aircraft
envisioned by the FAA for use in
commuter slots. but their actual seating
is configured for less than 110
passengers. .

The number of type certificated
passenger seats does not necessarily
relate directly to the overall size of the
aircreft. Therefore, the FAA is proposing
to change the current procedures and
use the seating configuration approved
for the operator's airplane, rather than
the original type certificate for the
aircraft series. The fAA is proposing to
use the most recent certification
(original. amended, or supplemental) for
the operator's airplane as the besis for

· determining whether an eil"Craft
· complies wilh the 11o-seat maximum
· limit. Comments are welcome on

whether using the most recent
certificate might compel an operator to
seek to amend or supplement a type
certificate just to enable it to use the
aircraft in commuter slots at O'Hare
under this proposed rule.

The FAA recognizes that even wid...
body aircraft might be configured to
hold less than 110 seats. To ensure that
the larger aircraft used in the commuter
slots would be comparable in size. the
FAA proposes, in conjunction with the
seat limit, e maximum takeoff weight
limit of 126,000 pounds. This limitation
would also make the eircraft being used
in commuter slots more likely to fit into
the short- and medium-haul categories.
Several comments received while
Amendment No. 93--62 was under
consideration suggested using weight.
wake turbulence, or perfonnance
cri.teria to determine the appropriate
class of aircraft. In Amendment No. 93
62, the FAA acknowledged that, from an
air traffic standpoint. no significant
differences separated eircraft in the 100
to 110 seat range. such as the F-l00,
from the slightly larger jets such es
certain Boeing 737 and DC-9 series, The
FAA went on to say that expanding the
rule to include slightly larger aircraft
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would be considered in future rule
changes. (56 FR 41201.) .

Upon reviewing the perJormance data
of aircraft currently in service in the
United States, the FAA concludes. that,
as a complement to the 11o-seat
restriction, a maximum certificated
takeoff weight limit or 126,000 pounds
would lurtJjer inhibit the use o!long
range aircraft in commuter slots. The
FAA recognizes that some aircraft .
meeting this weight limit may have
long·range c.,pability, but they are
unlikely to have as few as 110 passenger
seats. Thus, the combination of 110
seats and 126.000 pounds maximum
tokeoffweight should effectively limit .
the aircraft being used in commuter
slots to short- and medium-haul
capability. Moreover. the weight limit
would preclude heavy jets that would
require greater in-night separation,
\'I'hich could lead to air traffic
congestion and delays. ..

In response to.the City of Chicago's
comm.ents concerning the possible
environmental effects of the use of the
larger aircraft, the FAA is seriously

- considering limiting in a subsequent
final rule the types of larger aircraft that
may operate in commuter slots to those,
that meet Stage 3 noise levels. Without
a Stage 3 restriction on the larger
aircraft, .the Day Night Average Sound
Level 55 dB contour could increase up
to 5 percent. The Stage 3 restriction
would reduce this potential increase to
less than 1 percent. While the use of the
larger aircraft may improve service to
smaller communities, that improvement
should not be compromised by any
environmental degradation at O'Hare or
the surrounding communities if it can
be avoided. A Stage 3 restriction should
not prove burdensome to the carriers
wishing to use larger jets in commuter
slots, because those carriers are already
using, are planning to use, or have
available to use Stage 3 aircraft in their
fleets,

Under this proposal, therefore, a
carrier would be allowed to use, in half
of its commuter stot holdings at O'Hare,
any aircraft with a certificated seating
configuration of 110 or fewer
passengers, so long as the aircraft has a
maximum certificated takeoff weight
less tban 126,000 pounds. Even though
a Stage 3 requirement is not specifically
stated in this Notice, the FAA may
consider in any subsequent final rule
requiring that any larger ,aircraft using
th~ commuter slots meets the Stage 3
nOise levels as defined in 14 CFR part
36. For that reason, the FAA is
Specifically requesting comments on the
Slage 3 limitation.

As mentioned previously, the City of .
Chicago supported AAL's petition;f the

larger jet aircraft operating in commuter No operating restrictions would be
slots were restricted to an operational needed if two requirements are retained
ceiling of 24,000 reet MSL. The that have helped avoid exacerbating
proposed ceiling restriction ostensibly congestion at O'Hare in the
seeks to address concerns about delays implementation of Amendment No. 93-
in traffic at higher,altitudes, where jets 62. The first requirement is that carriers
nonnally operate, as jets are substituted wishing to use larger aircraft in -
for turboprops, which nonnally operate commuter slots submit their proposed
at lower altitudes. schedules to Air Traffic Control (ATC)

A similar 24,000 foot MSL restriction for its approval. ATC's revie'w of these
was proposed by AAL and supported by requests has included en analysis of all
the City of Chicago as part of the scheduled operations during the
rulemaking proceedings for the last specific 5-minute period within whiCh
amendment of the High Density Rule. each operation is proposed. ATC has
As the agency observed in promulgating denied requests'for an operation during
Amendment No, 93-62. a significant a period when scheduled operations
amount of enroute fraffic uses altitudes were so compressed that they exceeded
below 24,000 reet MSL, and the Chicago' airport capacity. So long as ATC retains
Center controls aircraft beginning at this authority and exercises it as
12,000 feet MSL on handoff from necessary, permitting up to 50 percent
Chicago Radar Approach Control in the of the commuter slots to be used with
O'Hare area and -at lower altitudes larger aircraft and eliminating the 30-
elsewhere, Operations below, as well as and 50-minute restrictions on the'
above, 24,000 feet MSL effect the number of commuter slots that could be
efficiency of enroute, arrival, l!.pd used for larger aircraft. currently
departure operations at and in ·the contained in 14 crR part 93, Appendix
vicinity of O'Hare. . . B, should not resullin additional delays

By September 1, 1992, AAL had at O'Hare. Therefore, the FAA proposes
increased its F-100 jet operations in to retain the approval authority of ATC
commuter slots to 47. Many of these . and eliminate the hourly and half-
flights have been opereting above 24,000 hourly restrictionsfound in 14 CFR part
feet MSL in the Chicago Center airspace. 93, Appendix B. . . . .
No air traffic control operational . The second requirement ,is that an ,
problems have resulted due to the arrival gate be available withoutsny .

'addition of these turbojet operations. planned waiting time. If an aircraft. .
Air traffic data (collected under the .. arrives without having a gate available.
"OPSNET" system) indicate that delays . the ground controller typically must
have been decreasing at O'Hare, . direct the aIrcraft to a holding area
notwithstanding jet substitutions under located away from the gate area and
Amendment No. 93-62. While favorable then clear the aircraft bad into the gate·
weather conditions account partly for area when a gate becomes available.
the lack of negative impact, also Depending on the area used, this
contributing are the FAA's efforts to process may involve directing the
enhance traffic management resources aircraft across active runways and
to improve efficiency in the air traffic - taxiways, further increasing controller
control system, workload and impeding other

A ceiling restriction thus offers no operations. Additionally, balding areas
meaningful benefit to the air traffic at O'Hare are limited and will be further
control system; instead. it would create limited when certain balding areas are
unwarranted complications. AA.L and designated for use as secondary deicing
other carriers use jet equipment at facilities, as currently planned.
O'Hare that meet the current and The advance notice and certification
proposed criteria for use with commuter of gate availability requirements
slots. These operations are conducted contained in Amendment No. 93-62 .
using air carrier slots that would not be have helped prevent the bunching of
subject to the proposed 24,000 root additional operations at peak periods.
ceiling, If the ceiling restriction were These requirements are integral
adopted, some aircraft would then be elements of the proposal to increase to
subject to l1ight restrictions that 50 percent the number of commuter
identical aircraft of the same company slots for which larger eircraft could be
would not be, complicating the used. Therafore, the FAA proposes to
operating environment for airline pilots. retain the requirement that gates be
dispatchers, and air traffic controllers, available to service these'operations.
The controller would be burdened with Finally, one commenteHuggested
the responsibility of knowing which. dedicating certain slots for service to
aircraft are subject to t~e restriction and, secondary hubs with,connections to
constrained by the ceiling for those . outlying small comn:tunities in their
operations. los,e flexibility in assigning region. Most of the service. to sman
altitudes for aircraft. communities out of O'Hare is sbort·.
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held or operated commuter slats, no
more than 50 percent of any carriar's
commuter slot buse or of the total
number of commuter slots at O'Hll.:-'3
could be used for larger aircrsn. The
FAi\, also proposes to remove tho U:nits
on the number of oparations p9r half
hour and consecutive half hour t:eriods
set forth in 14 CFR 93.Z21(e)(3) and
(0)(5l and 14 CFR part 93, appendix B,
and allow the continued use of liligar
aircraft. in commuter slots by romoving
the trial period provision of 14 CFR
93.221(e)(8).

The FAA anticipetas £l substentiJl
i.,cre~se in requests to use !a~5r aircr..;t
in commuter slots if this proposed. rub
is adopted. This incraas9 would gdd ta
the workload of ATC in anali'zing 'Ji1cn
requested operation's impact on Bir
traffic movement snd wouldreq'.:.irg
more time to process the l"'2que.sts. Sir.:ca
the carriers have informed the FAA th.J.t
they need as much noHce as pO:isible t'J
schedule aircraft and crews, the "iAA
proposes to amend the notice ;'!i'"Ov!sbn
of 14 CFR 93.221{e)(4) to require L~ol a
carrier notify ATC 75 days in advance
of the planned operation of a larger
aircraft in a commuter slot. enlarging by
15 days the current advance noticn
requirement. ATC would have the
authority to disapprove a request based
on actual conditions at the time of tha
request or anticipatud at the planned
start date. As un.der the current rule,
ATC's approval, ccnditionalapproval.
or disapproval would be issued m.ore
than 45 calendar days before the
planned start date stated in the n~tica to
allow requesting carriers time to onaka
operational and marketing preparations.
ATC approval for a specific operation
would be valid for 30 days after the
planned start date. and then would
expire iIthe operstion had not
commenced.

The proposed em9ndm-ant would <1lsa
add to the notice provision the
requirement to provide the series, typ~,

and actual seating configufJEon of the
aircraft to be uSl:1d in the ccmrr..uter
slots. This li1forrnaticn would be nf1e~J-.id

to ensma that lhe SOut unci waight lim~:.i

are being met.
In making lhis propos31, the FA...\.

emphasizes two .are~5 of ccncern. The
first concern is ga~e o.\'3ilability. Tha
proposed amendment would not ch~!1:::~

the current roquirer:lent th~t any carrL:!i
intending to operate comr.lu:or ::,!ct,3
with larger aircraft ha\'o sufficient ZL.~-:J

Bvnibbla for those cpe!':llic:ns. to
prevent rs.mp and taxiwa.y congestio:!.
which could result from additional jet
operations. This requirement appears h)
have helped avoid a;Jy edver~e impact
on ground congestion that might have
re:;ulted from AmendMent No. 93-62.

D. Establish Slots at Midway

AAL's proposal to bring Midway
Airport under the High Dansity Rule
gathered no support beyond those
comrnenters supporting all aspects of
the petition~Of the commenters-othsr
than AAL-addressing this point
s;>ecifically, only the Mayor of Chicago
declines to oppose it, saving that it
deserves further study. The Airplane
Owners and Pilots Association (AOPAl,
tha National Business Aircraft
Association (NBAAl, the City or Kensas
City, Southwest Airlines, and Trans
'A'orld Airlines submitted comments
that opposed this pro~osal and spo'" to
Iitlie or nothing elsa. MOOT and WOOT
also oppose· imposing slots at Midway.

The FAA sees no public benefit from
this proposal. Although O'Hare and
Midway do share some of the same
enroute structure, the arrival and
departure routes aTe distinct and
O'Hare's ground congestion is totally
unaffected by Midway's operotions. The
FAA proposes to deny this part of
AAL's petition.

E. Revise AAL's Selection of Commuter
Slot Times

In its petitiolJ, AAL asks that it be
allowed to shift its "conversion stat
authorities'· to different time periods.
AAL's request to sbill ils slot times
seeks relief specific to AAL and is
inappropriate for general rulemaking.
The requeste4 action is also inconsistent
with the general purpose ofthe existing
rule-to control distribution of additional
operations with larger aircraft
thrnughout tM day. This proposal
would, howe~er, relax the hourly
restrictions on the use of the larger
aircraft but retain the approval by ATe
and gate availability requirements. The
FAA does nol propose rulemaking,
therefore, to implem~nt this a~peet of
AAL's petition.

The Proposal

For the reasons mentioned above, the
FAA proposes to amend part 93 or lhe
Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR).
subpart S, to permit, in up tc 50 FCfC2nt
of each currier's commuter slct holdings
at O'Hare IntemationalAirport. the
operation of aircraft satisfying tl:e
rollowing three crileria: (1) Havir:g an
actual seating conftgllf3tion of 110 or
fewer passengers; and (Z) having 0.

maximum certificated takeoff weight of
lessth.n 126,000 pound3. The cap
wOIdd limit potential affects on airport
operations and preserve at least so
percent of existing commuter slots for
operation with srr.allt:!r aircmft that
might include service to smzll
communities. No rna:ler which carriers
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haul. raising a qU9stion as to how useful
access to O'Ha..-e via 8 connecting point
would be in these short·haul markets.
Except for slots that arg expressly
designated f~r &s8!1ti&1 Air Service at
the direction oftha D3partment of
Transportation, the FAA does not
require or rastrict the use of 8 slot for
service to 8 spedfic market. Tharefore.
the FAA is not propcsing to establish a
secondary hub slot re'~rement.

C. Mab Amendment 9:Hi2
"Permanent"

All oft.~e comments in support of
AAL's proposal to eliminate
unconditicDaIly the commuter slot

. restrictions also support its proposel to
"make Amendment No. 93--62 a
permanent rule." MOOT comments that
the decision tt) revoke the temporary .
trail provision conta.i~ed in tha
amendment should wait until an
evaluation can be' performed toward the
end of the trial period. United and Delta
similarly assert that AAL's proposal is
premature and lads supporting data.

AAL bas incrementally added F-l00
service at O'Hare in place of turboprop
operations in commuter slots. These jets
were. being operated in 47 £ommuter
slots as o( September 1,1992; no other
carrier bad substitu.ted larger iet
equipment for turbopro~in commuter
slots. AAL', additional F-100
opera'ions have caused no additional
delays or congestion. In fact, air traffic
data indicat6 that the incidence of
delays at O'Hare has been decn!asing
slightly. despite the substitution or jet,
for some turborprop operations.

Experience in implementing and
working with Amendment No. 93-62
indicates that the agency can remove the
trial basis provision the amendment
contained. The usa of commater slots as
proposed herein should nat exacerbate
delays because ATC would J'l?tain its
nuthority under the notice pravisions of
existing 14 CFR 93.221· (e){5); that
authority permits ArCC to er..mre that the
scheduling of addiucnal 8Th.·'3!S and
departures with !arp::r air-c'in will be
distributed to <!vaid bunching of
operations with r.:s1j!t::lg congestion
and delays. If ft.::r!.her experis!lce
indicates a ne-'3d for adjustmer.t.
however, the ru!e can be amer.d~d to
resolve o.ny UP-foreseen cicccfr.stance
that may arise.

Removing (he expir:ltion dJ.to of 14
CFR 93.221 (e)(3) would subject any
future changes to nctice and comment
procedures. This would provide some
stahility upon wh:ch the airlines can
rely in developing their long-term
schedules to maximize the use of
O'Hare's capacity.
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The second concern is the potential
effect of the proposed rule on service to
small communities. The majority qf
support for the petition came from
representatives or residents of small and
mid-size cities for which AAL has
promised to continue or add jet service.
Contrary to the belief of many of those
comrnenters, no current government
regulation prevents AAL or any other
carrier from providing jet service to
their communities, and this proposed
rule would not require any carrier to fly
to their cities, much less dictate the type
of equipment to be used.

From the time Amendment No. 93-62
was edopted in August 1991 until
September 1, 1992, only AAL had
substituted larger jet equipment for
turboprops in commuter slots. As of
September 1, 1992, AAL was using
larger jet equipment (F-l00's) in place
of turboprops in 47 commuter slots.
Although AAL has filed two notices to
discontinue Essential Air Services (one
notice has-since been withdrawn)
during tbe-period the amendment has
been in effect, the FAA's analysis of
AAL's pre-and post-Amendment No.
93-62 service pattern to small
communities reyealed no trend
suggesting a general change in service to
small communities since the
amendment.

The Depertment of Transportation'
seeks to promote access by all
communities to the air transportation
system. The Department ensures that
Essential Air Servke is provided to
eligible points and supports the
availability of air service to other· small
communities. At the same time, the
Department recognizes that the greatest
utility of the finite capacity of high
density airports such as O'Hare may
hvor the use of larger aircraft in higher
density markets. To balance the
interests of maximum economic use of
a limited rt3source, on the one hand, and
the Department's interest in preserving
feeder service to smaller markets in the
Chicago region, qn the other, the FAA
proposes to increase the number of
commuter slots that can be operated
with larger aircraft to 50 percent of the
Commuter lots held by each carrier at
O'Hare, rather than eliminate the
Commuter slot restrictions entirely.
Limiting seating to 110 passengers and
maximum takeoff weight to 126,000
pounds would prevent the use of
commuter slots with long-haul aircraft.
designated for higher demand markets.
These limitations would preserve the
Cll!egory of commuter slots and mitigate
tho impact on commuter markets
gellerally.

The Department will continue to
monitor the use of commuter slots at

O'Hare. Further comments on the use of
commuter slots with Jarger aircraft since
the promulgation of Amendment No.
93--£2 would be welcome. Should the
use of commuter slots under

.Amendment No. 93--£2 end this
proposed rule, if promulgated, lead to
unacceptable reductions in service to
smaller communities in the regi on, the
Department will reevaluate the use of
larger aircraft in commuter slots.

This proposal raises a potential issue
relating to slot withdrawals for
international operations under 14 CFR
93.217. To date, no commuter slots have
been withdrawn at O'Hare for
international operClitions. The proposed
expansion of the types of aircraft that
may be used in certain commuter slots
would include airplanes capable of
being flown in international/transborder
operations, and the number of slots in
which they could be used would be
substantially increased. Although these
aircraft could be use in commuter slots
under this proposed rule, under current
practice only air carrier slots would be
withdrawn for their use in international
operations. The FAA is soliciting .
comments on whether and how
'commuter slots that 8 carrier designates
for use with larger aircraft should be
treated for withdrawal purposes or be
merged with the air carrier slot
withdrawal prioritieS. .
. This proposed action represents a

partial grant oftbe petitionfor
rulemaking filed by American Airlines
on February 18, 1992.

. .'
Environmental Review

In conjunction with Amendment No..
93--£2, the FAA analyzed the
environmental irnpa~ ~f allowing 25
percent of the 435 commuter slots at
O'Hare to be used for operations with jet
aircraft certificated to hold a maximum
of 11 0 passengers. The FAA calculated
that if ell 108 commuter slots were used
with turbojets, turbojet activity at
O'Hare would increase by 6 percent
during slot restricted hours. Using the
Area Equivalent Method [AEM)
computer model. the agency determined
that the use of 25 percent of the
·commuter slots for turbojet operations
would result in a 0.2 percent increase in
the size of the Day Night Average Sound
Level 65 dB contour et O'Hare. The
agency concluded that permitting
turbojet operations in 25 percent of the
commuter slots at O'Hare was consistent
with existing national environmental
policies and objectives as set forth in
section 101[a) of the National
Environmental PoliCy Act (NEPA) and
that it would not significaotly affect the
quality of the human environment or
otherwise include any condition
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requiring consultatio~ pursuant to
section 102(2)(c) ofNEPA.

The FAA has conducted preliminary
analyses of the po~ential environmental
impact of this proposal using the AEM
computer model. The first analysis
factored in the use of larger aircraft in
50 percent of the commuter slots
without any Stage 3 restriction. As a
worst possible case scenario, it assumAri
that all of the affected slots would be
used with 6737-200's or DG-!l-30's;
these are Stage 2 aircraft that generate
the most noise among the aircraft that
the proposed rule, absent a Stage 3
restriction. would allow to operate in
commuter slots. The analysis indicated
a worst scenario increase of 5 percent in
the Day Night Average Sound Level 65
dB contour.

The second enalysis edded the Stage
3 restriction. The added restriction
brought the Day Night Average Sound
Level 65 dB contour increase down to
less than 1 percent. The FAA has
therefore determined that this proposal,
even without the Stage 3 requirement. is
consistent with existing national
environmental policies and objectives as
set forth in section 101(0) ofNEPA and
would not significantly affect the
quality of the human environment or
otherwise include any condition
.r.equiring consultation pursuant to
section 102(2)(c) of NEPA.

Comments on the potential
environmental effects, if any, of the
proposed rule are invited.

Initial Regulatory tvaluation
Executive Order 12291, deted

February 17, 1981; directs Federal
agencies to promulgate new regulations
or modify existing regulations only if
potential benefits to society for each
regulatory change outweigh potential
costs. The order also requires the
preparation of 8 Regulatory Impact
Analysis of all "major" rules except
those responding to emergency
situations or other narrowly defined
exigencies. A "major" rule is one that is
likely to result in en annual effect on the
economy of $100 million or more, a
major increase in consumer costs, a
significant adverse effect on
competition, or is highly controversial.

The FAA has determined that this
proposed rule is not "major" as defined
in the Executive Order; therefore, a full
regulatory enalysis, which includes the
identification and evaluation of cost
reducing alternatives to this proposed
rule, has not been prepared. Instead, the
agency.has prepared a more concise
document termed an initial regulatory
evaluation that analyzes only this
proposal without identifying
alternatives.
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Co!'ts

This proposal is vcluntary and would
not impose any additional costs on Part
121 or Part 135 air carriers. This rule_
would allo'N them to- use sonie of their
commuter slots (up to 50 percent} at
O'Hare Airport for operations with
larger aircraft. The decision whether to
use the larger aircraft rests. however,
slrictly with the operators. not the FM.
An increase from 108 to a maximum or
217 o~rationsper day using larger
aircraft would be permitted in
commuter slots under this proposaL

The proposal would nat significantly
alter t..'J.e operating environment at
O'Hare for srheduled Part 121 or Part
135 air carriers. It is not expected that
gfound operations end departure. and
arrival procedures wO'-:lld be
significantly affected if the rule's
ex:sting conditions ate met.

This proposed regulation- would have
no effect on the safety of either air or
ground operations. A~C would Tetain
(he ability to disapprove proposed
arrival or departure schedules of
additional larger airplane operations at
O'Hare, ATCprocedurp.s will cflntinue
to maintain a high level of safety and
efficiency.

BecauseAAL speaks in its petition
aboul improving. not reducing, ait
service to small communities, the FAA
assumes that promulgation of Lqe rule as
propcsed would' not diminish suCh
service below' current levels. This
proposal would ano~ .iiI carrier
operators to substitute Yarger turbojet
airplanes for turboprops and. thereby.
improve service. However, the FAA
recognizes that the aoility to use jets in
commuter slots may serve as an .
incentive to remove those sYots from use
in markets that caimot" support jet
service, and the FAA solicits pUblic
comment regarding this assumption.
Especially helpful would be comments
reflecting an anarysis_of the not national
economic impact if service to small
communities should docrease.as a result
of the use of the limited resource of slots
for higher demand, and perhaps mora
prcfltabls, routes.

Benefits

This proposal would reduce some of
the current re.5trictions on the use of
commuter slots at O'liare and would
permit air csrriers holding commuter
slots additional. flexibility in ti19 usa of
those slots. To the Extent jet aircraft are
substituted for commuter turboprops,
the rule would benefit passengers flying
in those aircraft to and from Chicago.

The proposed rule tciuld save time for
the traveling public, For most commuter
flights, which are short-range, turbo;ets

would riot prqvide any significant time
savings. Passengers on long commuter
flights, however, would save time. The
FAA estimates that about 20 minutes
could be saved on a long commuter
f1ight by using turbojet airplanes instead
of furboprop airplanes. The FAA
estimates that approximately 50 ,
passengers would be on each turbojet
commuter fllght. The estimated
pa~!lger time saved is, therefore, 16.7
passenger-hours per commuter flight.
The FAA estimates that the value of
passenger time is. $42 per hour fOf 1992.
Allowing turbojet airplanes to be used
on long commuter flights would save
$701 in p<!ssenger time for each long
commuter trip. This proposed
regulation would allew a.."1 additional
109 commuter slots to be used in LlJis
way. Assuming h.al£ of the slots would.
be used for long commuter flights with
turbojet equip menlo this proposal would
save about $38,200 per day in passenger
time. T.he FAA solicits public comment
regasding the assumptions used in
estimating. the benefit~ of this proposal.

One cornmenter mentions that AAL's
introduction of jet service of Fargo. ND,
has increased competition resulting in
lower fares. This benefit is nor readily
quantifiable, but similar results might be
expected in other markets.as a result of
the promulgation of this proposed rule.

Some indirect benefits,and costs have
been suggested that cannot be
considered because· (1) The results are~

uncertain and (2) their realization is not
.dependent on any rule change. AAL
supported its petition by saying that
granting the petition would create 1650
jobs heving an annual payroll over $95
million and a positive economic impact
of more than $280 million in the
Chicago area alone. It said th8:t
Amendment No.. 93--62 has enabled it to
create 550 jobs, and' further ",laxation of
the commuter slot restrictions would

. bring about 1100 more jobs. AAL also
said that more Fokker 100 service at
O'Hare would translate to more
opportunities for students at its
Maintenance Academy at Midway
Airport_ As similar, indirect, and
somewhat offsetting results. various
Simmons pilots claimed they will lose
their jobs if AAL's petition is granted.
The FAA declines to consider these
benefits and casts because they are not
direct results of the proposed rule that
Rte appropriate for consideration in this
annlysis.

The FAA invites comments, however.
on L.;e costs aIJ.d benefits of any job loss
or job creation that a comrnenter
perceives as resulting directly fro'm a
rule change.

Comparison of Benefits and Costs

The FAA finds that there would be no
significant costs to this proposed
regulation. However, there are
measurable benefits. As a result, the
FA~ has determined that the proposed
regulation would b~,cost.beneficial.

Initial RegulalDry Flexibility
Detei'mmation

The Regulatory Flexihility Act (RFI\I
of 1980 reqwres Federal agencies to
review rules that may have a
"significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entilies.'
The FAA has adapted criteria and
guidelines for determining if a propo '.>.J
or existing rule has any signifiC<lnt
economic impact on a substantial

-n.umber of small entities.

The FAA defines a small entity as uil
operator who owns, but does not
necessarily operate, nine or fewer
airplanes. A substantial number of small
entities is one-third of L1)e small entiti€5
provided 11 Dr more small entities are
substanEial!y impacted. The FAA
defines a significant economic impact':):5
$4.000 per year for unscheduled
operators. $37,000 per year for
scheduled operators, and $101,000 per
year for scheduled operators vdth
aircraft cflntaining no less than 50
passenger seats.

No small entity owning or operatir.g
nine OI fe~er airplaneS holds commuter
slats at O'Hare, Thus, the FAA
determines that this proposed rule
woutd have no significant economic
impact on '0 substantial number o[ smi?H
entities..

International Trade Impact Assessment

The proposed regulation would only
affect domestic operations at Chicago
O'Hare Airport. Thus, it would nol

. provide either an advantage or
disadvantage fo foreign air carriers
providing service 10 and from the
United States,' n~r would it provide
either a lrade advantage or d~saJ<,;antage

to United St.ales air carriers pw\'idiog
foreign service.

Paperwork Reduction Act

This proposal, if adopted, provides for
no changes lo the required reporting of
information by air carrier and commut:!r
operators to the FAA. Under the
requirements of the Federal Paperwork
Reduction Act, the Office of
Management and Budget has appro ...-ed
the information collection provision of
subpart S through August 31, 1995.
OMB Approval Number 2120--{)524 has
boen assigned to subpart S.

~.
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(e) fI ••

(lJ Air carrier aircraft that may be
o'pe~ated under lhis.paragraph are
limIted to aircraft:

0) Having an actual seating
configuration of 110 or fewer
passengers; and

(ii) Having B maximum certificated
"keoff weight of less than 126,000
pOunds.

(2) No more than 50 percent of the
loti l number of commuter slots held by
e s ot holder at O'Hare International

Federalism Implications

The proposal set forth herein would
not have substantial direct effects on the
states, on the relationship between the
national government and the states. or
on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government. Therefore. in
accordance with Executive Order 12612.
it is determined that this regulation, if
adopted, would not have federalism
implications warranting the preparation
of a Federalism Assessment.

Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above, the
FAA has determined thet this proposal
(I) Would not be e "major rule" under
Executive Order 12291; and (2) would
be a "significant rule" under
Department of Transportation
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44
FR 11034; February 26, 1979). Further,
I certify that under the criteria of the
'Regulatory Flexibility Act, this proposal
would not have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
entities.

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 93

Air traffic control. Airports, Alaska,
Navigation (air), Reporting and
recordkeeping.

The Proposed Amendment

Acco'rdi';gly: pursuant io the
authority delegated to me, I rropose to
amend part 93 of the Federa Aviation:
Regulations (14 CFR part 93) as follows:

PART 93-SPECIAL AIR TRAFFIC
RULES AND AIRPORT TRAFFIC
PATTERNS

1. The authority citation for part 93
continues to read as follows:

AuLhodty: 49 U.S.C. App. 1302. 1303.
1348, 1354(a), 1421(a), 1424. 2451 et seq.; 49
U.S.C.106(g). . . .

§93.221 [Amended)
2. Section 93.221(e)(1) and (e)(2) are

revised to read as follows:

§ 93.221 Transfer of slots.
• • • •

Airport may be used with aircraft
described in paragraph (e)(l) of this
section.

3. Section 93.221(e)(3), (e)(5), and
(e)(8) are removed.

4. Section 93.221(e)(4) is designated
as (e)(3) and amended by removing, in
the fifth line, the number "60" and
inserting in its place the number "75",
and in the ninth line, after the words
"aircraft type" inserting ", aircraft
series, actual aircraft seating
.configuration".

5. Section 93.221 (e)(6) and (e)(7) are
redesignated as [e)(4) and (e)(5),
respectively.

Appendix B-jRemovedl

6. Appendix B to part 93 is removed.
Issued in Washington. DC: on December

29.1992.
Thomas C. Richards,
Administrator.
(FR Doc. 92-31941 Filed 12-3(}-9Z, 4,Q1 pml
BIWNG COOE 4t1G-t3-M

Research and Special Programs
Administration

14 CFR Parts 221 aod 389

[Docket No. 48379; 48385; Notice 92-35)

RIN 2137-AC18

Electronic Filing of Property and
Passenger Tariffs; Extension of
<:omment Period

AGENCY: Research and Special Programs
Administration (RSPA), DOT.
ACTION: Reopening of comment period;
notice of public meeting: request for
comments on petition for rulemaking~

SUMMARY: On October 15, 1992: RSPA
published a notice of proposed .
rulemaking (NPRM) in the federal
Register inviting comment on electronic .
filing of property and passenger tariffs.
Improvements were proposed to the
procedures for electronic filing of
passenger fares that were implemented
on December 18, 1989. that, among
other changes, would allow electronic
text submissions in addition to •
electronic price submissions. The
electronic text would include price
conditions or limitations. RSPA has
received several requests asking for an "
extension of the comment period from
the current 30 days to 90 days. RSPA
concurs, in part, and has concluded that
additional time for public comment and
a public meeting should contribute to
the public understanding of the
proposeIs. RSPA is reopening tha
comment period, will hold a public
meeting, and will accept comments

until March 5,1993. RSPA also requests
comments on 8 related petition for
rulemaking.
DATES: Comments. The comment period
is reopened, and comments will be
accepted until March 5, 1993. Public
Meeting. A public meeting will he held
on February 3, 1993, at 10 a.m. .
ADDRESSES: Comments. Five copies of
any comments to this docket should be
sent to the Documentary Services
Division, C-55. U.S. Department of
Transportation, 400 Seventh Street,
SW.. Washington, DC 20590, and should
refer to this Docka\. Receipt of
comments will be acknowledged if the
commenter includes a stamped, self
addressed postcard, which the Docket
Clerk will time-and date-stamp and
return. Public meeting. A public
meeting on the proposed electronic
cargo and passenger tariff filing
procedures will be held at the
Department of Transportation NASSif
Building, 400 Seventh Street, SW.,
Weshington, DC 20590. on Fabruary 3.
1993, at a room number to be provided
Jatar. The meeting will be transcribed.
Those planning to attend should notify
RSPA, by telephone or in writing. no
later than january 22. 1993. To confirm
plans to attend, and obtain the meeting
room number, contact Mr. Dean L.
lohnson or Mrs. Rita B. Ciowes at (202).
366-2414. .
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mr. Donald W. Bright or Mr. Dean L.
johnson, Office of Automated'Tariffs, .
~esearch and Special Programs
Administration (RSPA), Department of

, Transportation. at the address above.
Telephone: (202) 366-4080.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On
October'15, 1992, RSPA published a
notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM)
in the Fede_raI Register inviting
comment on electronic filing ·of property
and passenger tariffs (Docket 48385,
Notice 92-19. 57 FR 47303). .
Improvements were proposed to the
procedures for electronic filing of
passenger fares that !yere implemented
on December 18, 1989. The NPRM

, proposed to allow an air carrier to
submit an all-electronic tariff filing that
includes not on.1y an electronic price,
but also the conditions of service and
limitations on the application of the
price for travel and other purposes.

RSPA also proposed to eliminate
excess filing of tariff information;
prescribe the Conn and content of
electronic fare rules; require 8 finished
electronic tariff arrangement or format
in addition to the existing subscription
service for electronic raw tariff data;
allow the filer to charge a fee to
reproduce electronic tariffs in a finished


